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Abstract
Although the trade balance of the Eurozone is close to equilibrium state, the member countries in the zone are
facing continuous trade imbalance. This research assumes that the asymmetrical effect of nominal exchange rate
of euro and domestic inflation on trade balance is the main reasons for trade imbalance of member states in the
Eurozone. Paying great attention to the adjustment effect of domestic inflation on trade balance is an effective
way to alleviate trade imbalance in member countries of the Eurozone.
Keywords: Eurozone, asymmetry, nominal exchange rate, inflation
1. Introduction
Global trade imbalance is one of the hot topics in the field of international finance in recent years. Scholars have
focused on the U.S. trade deficit and the long-term trade surpluses of emerging Asian economies, while the trade
imbalance among member countries within the Eurozone has not become the focus of this issue. Although the
overall trade balance of the Eurozone is close to balance, the trade balance among its member countries is quite
different since the establishment of the Eurozone in 1999. Germany, Netherlands, Austria, Finland and other
countries have maintained large trade surpluses, while Greece, Portugal, Spain and other countries have
experienced serious trade deficits in recent years. And even during the global economic downturn from 2008 to
2010, Germany and Netherlands can still maintain high surpluses. Research reports of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) in 2010 and 2013 pointed out that the trade imbalance between Eurozone member
countries has increased since the birth of the euro; and the external imbalance within the Eurozone is severe
since the financial crisis. This phenomenon has also aroused debates in academia. For example, Arif Orçun
(2013) believed that the trade imbalance among Eurozone member countries was caused by the productivity of
deficit countries lagging behind other countries; Florence Jaumotte and Piyaporn Sodsriwiboon (2010) held that
the large trade deficit in the countries of the southern Eurozone (SEA) was the result of the decline in private
savings rates; Alan Ahearne, et al. (2008) assumed that the external imbalance between Eurozone countries was
an embodiment of the euro's own nature and the inappropriate macroeconomic policies. Sun Jie (2011) proposed
that the trade structure of the Eurozone itself was asymmetric; the euro exchange rate determined by the overall
balance of payments; and economic growth of the Eurozone would continue to maintain the asymmetry between
Germany and other Eurozone members. Liao Zefang (2012) supposed that the establishment of the European
Monetary Union had promoted the development of the economies inside and outside the zone, and had led to the
expansion of domestic credits and the increase of foreign capital inflows in the peripheral countries, thus
providing a source of financing for their trade deficits.
Most of the above literature started from a single perspective, such as exchange rate, income, trade structure and
so on. In fact, the trade imbalance between Eurozone member countries is caused by the joint effects of many
factors. In this research, the trade imbalance in Eurozone is studied from the view of "two asymmetrical effects".
The first asymmetrical effect refers to the different effects of the nominal exchange rate of the euro on the trade
balance of surplus and deficit countries. The second one refers to the different impacts of domestic inflation on
surplus countries and deficit countries. Those two asymmetrical effects are important factors of trade imbalance
in the members of Eurozone.
2. Theoretical Analysis of Two Asymmetrical Effects in Eurozone
Trade balance and imbalance is an important topic in international economics research. From the perspective of
elasticity approach, the mechanism of two asymmetrical effects on trade imbalance in the Eurozone is explained
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in this ressearch. Aboutt the asymmetrry, Mundell asssumed that th
he demand forr products from
m country (orr region) A
suddenly dropped com
mpared with co
ountry (or reggion) B, if thee two countriees (or regions)) were based on a fixed
exchangee rate system,, tightening monetary
m
creddit by the mo
onetary authorrity of countrry A would lead
l
to an
increase in interest rattes and an im
mprovement inn the balance of payments,, which wouldd inevitably reduce
r
the
demand ffor products from
fr
country B,
B thus leadinng to multiple deflation. Co
opeland stresseed: the abovee problems
were cauused by the basic
b
asymmettry of the fixxed exchange rate system, that is, althoough the adju
ustment of
monetaryy policy in country A had improved
i
its ddomestic balaance of paymeents, it had w
worsened the balance
b
of
paymentss in country B.
B Hence, undeer the commoon currency sy
ystem, is theree still an asym
mmetrical effeect? In this
research, the asymmetrrical effect un
nder the fixed exchange rate system is ex
xtended to thee asymmetricaal effect in
the comm
mon currency area
a such as th
he Eurozone.
The real exchange ratte refers to th
he relative priice index of domestic
d
and foreign comm
mmodities afterr inflation
factor is eliminated. The
T devaluation of the reaal exchange rate
r
and the competitive
c
aadvantages off domestic
commodiities in the intternational maarket may proomote the exp
port of domestic commoditties, resulting in a trade
surplus, aand vice verssa. This research assumes tthat the foreiign price leveel will remainn unchanged during
d
the
investigattion period, and
a focuses on
o the discusssion of asymm
metrical effectt caused by tthe changes in
n nominal
exchangee rate and dom
mestic price lev
vel.
2.1 The E
Explanation off Nominal Excchange Rate
The trend of the eurro reflects no
ot only the ssituation of strong
s
econom
my entities (ssuch as Germ
many and
Netherlannds) but also that
t
of weak ones
o
(such as Greece, Spaiin and Portugaal). Moreoverr, the common
n currency
weakens the adjustmennt of nominal exchange ratte on the tradee imbalance of
o individual ccountries. Theese have a
certain bllocking effectt on their trad
de balance. Juust imagine, if
i Germany co
ontinues to usse the Mark as
a its own
currency, according to the theory th
hat countries w
with current account
a
surplu
uses are underr pressure to appreciate
their currrency, the Marrk would be substantial
s
apppreciation, thu
us narrowing its huge tradee surplus. How
wever, the
current acccount of the Eurozone
E
as a whole is closse to balance, and the overaall situation off the euro exch
hange rate
is relatively stable (seee Figure 1). This relativelly stable exch
hange rate haas become a ffavorable con
ndition for
Germanyy to maintainn a trade surp
plus. If Greeece continues to use the Drachma as its own currrency, the
devaluation of the Drrachma may improve its trade deficit to some exttent. Howeveer, the relatively stable
exchangee rate of the euuro does not provide
p
such ppossibilities fo
or Greece and other countriies. On the contrary, the
appreciattion of the eurro within a ceertain range hhas worsened the trade defficits of Greecce, Spain, Porrtugal and
other couuntries. Thereffore, under thee single euro ccurrency systeem, the nomin
nal exchange rrate has different effects
on the trrade balance adjustment of various couuntries. Such asymmetry is an importannt reason for the trade
imbalance among the countries
c
with
hin the Eurozoone.

Figure 1. Nominal Exxchange Rate of Euro to US
S Dollar
Explanation off Domestic Prrice Level
2.2 The E
Figure 2 below descriibes the annu
ual data of GD
DP deflator of
o major coun
ntries in Euroozone. We can see that
German G
GDP deflator is always below the Eurozzone's GDP deflator,
d
that of
o the Netherllands is slighttly higher,
and that oof Greece, Porrtugal and Spaain are far higgher. Based on
n this fact, thee second asym
mmetric effect originates
from the inflation diffe
ferences in thee member stattes of the Eurrozone. Underr the conditionn of common monetary
policy annd the same noominal exchan
nge rate, the ddifference of real
r exchange rate mainly ddepends on the inflation
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differencee of differentt countries. The
T lower infl
flation rates in
n Germany and
a the Netheerlands made their real
exchangee rates lower, thus
t
promotin
ng their trade surpluses. Hig
gher inflation rates in Greeece, Spain, Portugal and
other couuntries causedd the appreciattion of real exxchange rate, thus aggravatting the trade deficit. Due to
t the free
customs dduties and thee trade integraation within thhe Eurozone, the relatively
y low inflationn rates in Gerrmany and
the Netheerlands are alsso conducive to the accumu
mulation of intrra-zone trade surplus. Wheether Eurozon
ne member
countries trade outsidee or inside the Eurozone, doomestic inflatio
on has an imp
portant impactt on their tradee balance.

2 GDP Deflattor of Major Countries
C
in Eurozone
E
Figure 2.
n and Data C
Collection
3 Model Setting, Variiable Selection
3.1 Modeel Setting
Based onn the above annalysis, combined with the existing literrature research
h results, a coomprehensive model on
trade balaance is establlished. With nominal
n
exchaange rate and
d domestic GD
DP deflator as explanatory
y variables
respectiveely, economettric test modells are establishhed in this ressearch as follo
ows:
TBt = C + β1NEERt + β2GDP defflatort home + ββ3GROWTHt +β4FBt + β5P
PRODUCTIVI
VITYt + β5GDP
P deflatort
foreign
(1)
+ ut
The explaained variablee of the modell is TBt, whichh indicates thee percentage of
o one countryy's trade balance in GDP.
One of thhe explanatoryy variables is the nominal eeffective exch
hange rate ind
dex of the euroo, expressed as
a NEERt.
The seconnd explanatorry variable is domestic GD
DP deflator, wh
hich measuress the domesticc inflation situ
uation and
home
is expresssed as GDP deflatort
d
.
Control vvariables incluude one countrry's economicc growth rate expressed
e
as GROWTH
G
he financial baalance rate
t ; th
expressedd as FBt, which
w
is equ
ual to the pro
roportion of one country'ss financial bbalance in GD
DP; labor
productivvity per capita in one cou
untry expresseed as PRODU
UCTIVITYt ; the
t inflation iindex of one country's
foreignn
trading paartners expresssed as GDP deflatort
d
; disturbing term
t
expressed
d as ut. It shouuld be noted that
t due to
the availaability of dataa, the labor prroductivity peer capita PRO
ODUCTIVITYt is the unit labbor productiv
vity of one
country.
3.2 Variable Selection and Data Colllection
many and Neth
herlands are cchosen as a grroup of surplu
us countries, while Greecee, Portugal
In this reesearch, Germ
and Spaiin are chosenn as a group of deficit couuntries. In ad
ddition, econo
ometric tests are conducteed on five
countries one by one. Therefore, th
he different eeffects of ind
dependent variables on thee trade balancce of each
country ccan be clearlyy measured. This
T
is conveenient for thee comparison among counttries as well. The time
interval ccorrespondingg to each index
x is from the ffirst quarter of 2002 to the fourth quarterr of 2014. Thee statistics
are deriveed from the IF
FS Database of
o Internationaal Monetary Fund
F
(IMF) an
nd the Databasse of EU-ROS
STAT. The
data of fooreign GDP deflator
d
are seelected from tthe average vaalue of GDP deflator of 9 countries including G7
countries, China and Inndia.
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4. Empirical Analysis
4.1 Enger (EG) Two-Step Method
The original data of each variable is unstable, but the data after the first-order difference is stable, so all these
variables can be determined to be first-order single-integer stationary sequences. Next, the co-integration test
method proposed by Engle and Granger (1987), namely EG Two-step Method, is used to test whether there is
co-integration relationship between dependent variables and independent variables.
Step one, OLS estimation is performed on the regression equation to obtain the regression results shown in Table
1.
Step two, the unit root test is conducted on the residual error ût (see Table 1.2), that is, the residual error of the
regression equation is a stationary sequence is checked.
ût = TBt - C - β1NEERt - β2GDP def latorthom e - β3GRO -WTHt - β4FBt - β5PRODUCTIVITYt β5GDPdeflatort foreign
Table 1. Results of OLS estimate regression
Variable
C
NEER
GDP deflatorhome

GROWTH
FB
PRODUCTIVITY

GDP deflator foreign
Number of observations

Germany

Netherlands

Greece

Portugal

Spain

0.046984

-23.1802**

-44.30136**

-35.89641**

10.62360

(13.30851)

(9.322051)

(25.80159)

(15.24594)

(14.66428)

0.101165**

0.190095**

-0.690790**

-0.027376**

-0.115301

(0.050515)

(0.084857)

(0.381331)

(0.164588)

(0.139857)

0.095832

-0.116245

-1.390329***

-1.062722***

-0.656722***

(0.158464)

(0.230496)

(0.345439)

(0.214167)

(0.098346)

0.176677**

0.223942**

-0.961647***

-0.233099*

-0.601821***

(0.067617)

(0.100121)

(0.271479)

(0.140928)

(0.120788)

0.212567***

0.015284

-0.134123

0.100247

0.039622.

(0.065705)

(0.037222)

(0.134557)

(0.077560)

(0.068707)

-0.126087

0.004170

1.024956***

0.488269**

-0.037828

(0.0888187)

(0.077240)

(0.179407)

(0.185274)

(0.107806)

-0.014357

0.256563*

1.343122***

0.921577***

0.690152***

(0.098217)

(0.138229)

(0.214579)

(0.147213)

(0.100271)

52

52

52

52

52

DW

1.354809

0.918417

1.396701

1.399773

1.437601

R2

0.477830

0.731283

0.586260

0.809945

0.873548

Note. The data in the brackets are standard deviation; *** refers to p<0.01, ** refers to p<0.05 and * refers to p<0.1.

Table 2. Results of Unit Root Test of Residual Error

Intercept
Trend
Intercept
None

and

Germany

Netherlands

Greece

Portugal

Spain

-5.498021***

-3.248987**

-2.614518*

-5.269213***

-4.714791***

(0.0000)

(0.0233)

(0.0979)

(0.0001)

(0.0004)

-5.431050***

-3.303707*

-2.615727*

-5.207227***

-4.614951***

(0.0002)

(0.0781)

(0.2757)

(0.0005)

(0.0030)

-5.554744***

-3.239455***

-2.645753***

-5.321059***

-4.759134***

(0.0000)

(0.0017)

(0.0093)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

Note. The data in the brackets are p values; *** refers to p<0.01, ** refers to p<0.05 and * refers to p<0.1; null hypothesis is H0=unit root
(Sequence is unstable) and alternative hypothesis is H1＞0 (Sequence is stable).

The results in Table 2 shows that the û sequence of Germany, Spain and Portugal rejected the null hypothesis at a
significance level of 1%, whereas the û sequence of Netherlands and Greece rejected the null hypothesis at a
significance level of 10%. This shows that the residual error of each sample is a stationary sequence, i.e. û~I (0).
Therefore, the hypothesis that dependent and independent variables are co-integrated is accepted, there is a stable
equilibrium relationship between dependent and independent variables, and the model setting is correct.
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4.2 Analysis of Measurement Results
The regression results in Table 1.1 show that: Regarding one of the explanatory variables (the nominal effective
exchange rate index of the euro), first of all, the nominal exchange rates of Germany and the Netherlands have a
stable and significant positive effect on domestic trade balance (significant at a level above 90%). In theory, the
appreciation of one country's nominal exchange rate should be detrimental to its export trade. This result seems
to be contrary to economic theory. In fact, it suggests that after the formation of the Eurozone, the appreciation
of nominal exchange rate of the euro has not brought adverse effects on Germany and the Netherlands, but has
promoted their trade surplus to a large extent. One reasonable explanation is that the current account of the
Eurozone was close to balance during the investigation period. According to the WEO database of International
Monetary Fund (IMF), the CA/GDP in the Eurozone remained below 2% in all other years except -2.6% in 2000
and 2.3% in 2004. However, Germany and the Netherlands have been the countries with large current account
surpluses. In most years, their CA/GDP has remained above 5%, with Germany's highest value reaching 7.4%
(2014) and the Netherlands's highest value reaching 11.0% (2013). According to the above theoretical analysis,
the euro has no appreciation pressure in general. And there is a stable exchange rate environment in the Eurozone
currently. For Germany and Netherlands, if their own currencies are still adopted, the huge current account
surplus will greatly promote the appreciation of their domestic currencies. Therefore, a single euro currency
system weakens the link between the current account and the exchange rate, and reduces the automatic
adjustment between them. The nominal exchange rate of the euro continues to be undervalued against Germany,
the Netherlands and other countries. In this case, even if the euro appreciates slightly, because the critical point
to reverse its undervalued exchange rate has not been reached, the appreciation of exchange rate will still not
have a negative effect on the trade balance of Germany and the Netherlands. The balance of payments
continuously closing to the balance in the Eurozone and the relatively stable exchange rate environment of the
euro are important factors for Germany, the Netherlands and other countries to maintain large surpluses.
Secondly, the appreciation of the nominal exchange rate of the euro has a significant negative effect on the trade
deficits of Greece and Portugal (significant at a level above 95%). This shows that the exchange rate factor is an
important reason for these countries' deficits. In particular, during the continuous appreciation of the euro from
2004 to 2008, Greece's trade deficit also expanded rapidly. This also objectively confirms the importance of the
exchange rate to the trade imbalance of deficit countries. In addition, the nominal exchange rate of euro is
negatively correlated with Spain's trade balance, but it is not significant. This may be due to the fact that after
2012, Spain's trade deficit had continuously improved to close to balance and gradually turned into surplus,
weakening the adverse impact of the overvaluation of exchange rate on trade balance. In fact, if the investigation
interval ends in 2012, it can be found that that Spain's nominal exchange rate has a significant negative effect on
its trade balance (significant at a level above 95%), with a coefficient of -0.355252. Generally speaking, the
appreciation of the nominal exchange rate of the euro has opposite effects on the trade balance between surplus
countries and deficit countries and has obvious asymmetrical effect.
In terms of the second explanatory variable (domestic GDP deflator), firstly, the rising inflation in Germany and
Netherlands has a positive effect on their trade balance, but the effect is not significant. According to economic
theory, the rise of domestic inflation has a reverse effect on trade balance. However, Germany and the
Netherlands not only avoid this adverse effect, but also show a positive correlation on trade balance. This may be
due to the fact that the moderate inflation of Germany and Netherlands pushed their real exchange rates lower
than that of other countries, pushing up their domestic trade surpluses during the investigation period. On the
other hand, under the background of free customs duties, free labor flow and economic integration in the
Eurozone, the low inflation rate in Germany and Netherlands makes their trade in the Eurozone develop rapidly.
For example, France ranked first as the Germany's major trading partners, and five of the top ten are all
Eurozone countries in 2014. The moderate inflation of Germany and Netherlands had even more highlighted
their price advantages in the Eurozone trade activities. Secondly, the inflation in Greece, Spain, Portugal and
other countries has a fairly negative effect on their trade balance (significant at a level above 95%). This is not
only because the high inflation rate had increased their real exchange rates and aggravated their trade deficits,
but also because the high inflation rate of deficit countries enabled them at a low price disadvantage in
intra-regional trade activities. Therefore, the appreciation of the rise of domestic inflation has opposite effects on
the trade balance between surplus countries and deficit countries and has also obvious asymmetrical effect.
In addition to the two explanatory variables, the impact of some control variables on trade balance is also
reflected in Table 1. From the significance and coefficient of each control variable, it is found that the economic
growth rate has a significant positive effect on the trade balance of surplus countries and a significant negative
effect on the trade balance of three deficit countries. This may be due to the fact that the faster the economic
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growth rate is, the higher the savings rate will be (Fry and Mason, 1982). Higher economic growth rates in
Germany and the Netherlands increased their domestic savings rates and promoted trade surpluses. But in
Greece, Spain, Portugal and other countries, the increase in economic growth rate increased the consumption
expenditure of their residents and exacerbated the trade deficit. The fiscal balance rate has a positive and
significant effect on Germany's trade balance and is not significant for other countries. This shows that
Germany's prudent fiscal policy for a long time is an important reason for maintaining its trade surplus. Besides,
labor productivity has a positive and significant effect on Greece's trade balance; it is positively related to the
Dutch trade balance, and it is negatively related to the trade balance of deficit countries but not significant. This
may be because during the investigation period, the growth of Greece's labor productivity came from the trade
sector, and the increase in productivity expanded the output of the trade department, thus having a favorable
impact on the trade balance. However, productivity growth in other countries was inclined to non-trade sectors
such as service industry and financial industry. Hence, the productivity has a reverse or no significant
relationship with domestic trade balance. However, the foreign GDP deflator has a significantly positive relation
to the trade balance of all deficit countries. This shows that the rise in foreign price level eased the trade deficit
of deficit countries to some extent, but this positive effect cannot offset the sum of other negative effects.
5. Conclusion
The above analysis shows that nominal exchange rate and domestic inflation have obvious asymmetrical effects
on the trade balance of surplus and deficit countries in the Eurozone. Surplus countries can evade the adverse
effects of the appreciation of euro nominal exchange rate and the rise of domestic inflation on trade balance. On
the other hand, trade deficits of deficit countries can be explained to a large extent by the appreciation of euro
nominal exchange rate and their high inflation rate. This asymmetry shows that adjusting the trade imbalance in
the members of Eurozone by adopting exchange rate policies is ineffective, and even leads to a greater gap.
Under the condition that the nominal exchange rate of the euro cannot be changed, paying full attention to the
transmission effect of domestic inflation on trade balance may be an effective way for Eurozone member
countries to alleviate their trade imbalance. Surplus countries can appropriately raise their wages, increase labor
costs and adjust price levels to reduce trade surpluses.
Moreover, deficit countries can increase the competitiveness of their export industries and reduce trade deficits
by cutting wages and prices. However, it has certain challenges to improve the trade imbalance simply by
adjusting prices, which is difficult to gain the approval of surplus countries and convince the public of deficit
countries. Therefore, while paying attention to the effect of domestic inflation on trade balance, member
governments can also redistribute resources in their trade and non-trade sectors. Surplus countries can raise the
relative prices of non-trade sectors relative to trade sectors and guide domestic resources to non-trade sectors
such as medical care, services and public utilities. This will not only reduce the proportion of the trade sector and
the trade surplus, but also help to improve the living standards of the local residents. The deficit countries need
to raise the price level of trade sectors relative to non-trade sectors, guide the transfer of domestic resources to
trade sectors, and promote the continuous development of foreign trade. For the single currency union of the
Eurozone, to improve the trade imbalance among member countries, not only shall attention be paid to the roles
of nominal exchange rate and price factors, but also the influence of fiscal policy, economic growth rate,
productivity and other factors shall be cared about. In addition, the mutual coordination ability among countries
shall be enhanced, the real differences shall be recognized, and all member countries shall jointly face the new
problems and tests that may occur.
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